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On the Doubling Period Reversible Cusps in R 3 
Alain Jacquemard and Marco-Antonio Teixeira 
Abstract:We deal with normal forms of germs at the ori-
gin of reversible diffeomorphisms of the space whose lineae part 
is unipotent with two negative eigenvalues. The computing of 
these normal forms involves effective algebraic geometry algo-
rithms. We also study generic one-paramater deformations. 
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1 Introduction 
Our goal in this paper is to give a qualitative analysis of reversible mappings around 
symmetric fixed points on ]R3. In [De], Devaney studies reversible vector fields in 
]R2n . There, it is also studied the behavior of symmetric periodic orbits of such 
systems by means of the Poincare first return mapping, which is itself a (germ of) 
reversible diffeomorphism of ]R2n- l . So, it is worth studying such diffeomorphisms 
as well as their unfoldings in the space of the reversible mappings. 
We mention that the concept of reversibility is intrinsically linked to a given type of 
involution. We shall consider here (germs at 0 of) involutions of JR3 such that their 
fixed points set admits a smooth manifold structure near the origin. In [JTl, JT2] 
we dealt with the case of involutions satisfying the condition 9 - Id non-singular at 
O. In this paper we drop this condition, and simply assume that the codimension 
of this manifold of fixed points is 1. We denote by r~ the set of such (germs 
of) involutions. By Montgomery-Bochner's Theorem ([MZ]), it is well known that 
such a germ is Coo -conjugated to the germ of the involution 
We say that a mapping 4J : ]R3 ~ ]R3 is I-reversible if 4J = go I with 9 E r~. We 
denote by :=: the space of all reversible mappings and by 30 the space of 4J E :::: 
such that 4J(O) = O. 
We only consider here lo-reversible mappings, but similar results hold when one 
allows I-reversible mappings with I near 10 (see for instance [JT2]). 
In this paper we deal with reversible mappings of ]R3, such that the linear part at 
1 AMS(MOS) subject classification: 58F36, 34C14. 
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a given fixed point is 
In the main result of this work, we classify and present normal forms of generic 
elements having such a linear part. The strategy of classification is the same as 
developed in [JTl, JT3] , using the algorithmic properties of the ideals of polyno-
mials as well as the polynomial factorization. As a consequence, unfoldings are 
also studied. 
First, let us recall the classification of reversible mappings from their linear part. 
For any ¢J E 2 having a fixed point at p E JR'I, let us denote by Tp the translation 
such that Tp(O) = p. Observe that if p is near 0, then Tp -1 ~ ¢J 0 Tp E 20 and 
Tp -10 fo 0 Tp is near fo. In the following, we denote by Vo a fundamental system 
of neighborhoods of 0 E JR'I. 
Notation 1 Let Go be the set of mappings ¢J E 20 such that the eigenvalues of 
lo(¢J) are all distinct. And let G be the set of mappings ¢J E 2 such that there 
exists V E Vo such that for all p E Fix(¢J) n V Tp -10 ¢J 0 Tp EGo. 
When ¢J E G, we say that ¢J is semi-elliptic (resp. semi-hyperbolic) at p E Fix(¢J) 
if the eigenvalues of lp(¢J) are 1,A,A- l with A E SI \ {-1,1} (resp. with A E 
1R \ {-I, I}) . We denote by Trace", (¢J) the trace of i", (¢J). This function plays a 
great role towards the classification of mappings. Let us recall the following: 
Theorem 1 ([JTl]) 
1. G is open in 2. 
2. ¢J E Go {:::::::} I Traceo(¢J) - 11 =F 2 
3. there is a decomposition G = G. U Ge such that for all ¢J E G, there exists 
V E Vo such that Fix(¢J) n V is a smooth curve of points, and, 
• if ¢J E G., for all p E Fix( ¢J) n V, ¢J is semi-hyperbolic at p . 
• if ¢J E Ge , for all p E Fix(¢J) n V, ¢J is semi-elliptic at p . 
Observe that the Traceo function is onto III It is clear that taking Traceo as 
a parameter, the orbit structure of ¢J can change drastically at the (bifurcation) 
values -1 and 3. The value 3 is studied in [JT2]. We study here the case where the 
linear part of diffeomorphism is of type U (with one block in the canonical Jordan's 
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form). We denote by 2- the set of mappings ifJ E 2 such that Traceo(ifJ) < O. We 
use the notations [x, y, z]n (resp . [x]n) for terms belonging to the n-th power of the 
maximal ideal < x, y, z > generated by the coordinate functions (resp. < x ». 
We recall that if ifJ E 2 - , then Fix(g) and Fix(fo) are transversal at O. Hence, 
Fix(ifJ) is a smooth curve (refer to [JTl, JT2]). Assume that fJ :] - c:, c:[~ JR3, 
t H B(t) is a regular parametrization of Fix(ifJ) with fJ(O) = p. Let V E Vo and 
<p : V C 1R3 ~ 1R be any analytic map such that <pcp) = O. We may develop 
ifJ(B(t» = aata + ... with aa ¥ O. The number 0 does not depend of the choice of 
the regular parametrization, and we call it the order of <p at p on Fix(ifJ). 
We give now this analytic definition: 
Definition 1 We say that ifJ E 2 
1. is a degenerate doubling period cusp of order n at 0 if lo(ifJ) = U and the 
mapping p H (Tracep(ifJ) + 1) is of order n + 1 at 0 on Fix(ifJ). We denote 
by ~o the set of such cusps. 
2. is a degenerate doubling period cusp of order n if there exists V E Vo and 
p E Fix(ifJ) n Vo such that Tp -10 ifJ 0 Tp E ~o. We denote by ~n the set of 
such cusps. 
Remark : of course the term cusp has to be interpreted as an abuse of terminology. 
1.1 Statements of the Results 
Theorem 2 ifJ E 20 is a degenerate doubling period cusp of order 0 if and only if 
i~(rP) presents the following normal form: 
( : ) H ( :y - z + (2y + z) x ) 
z -z+2 (2y+z) x 
(1) 
Theorem 3 If ifJ E 2- is structurally stable then ifJ E G u ~o 
Theorem 4 ifJ E 20 is a degenerate doubling period cusp of order 1 if and only if 
i3(ifJ) presents the following normal form: 
( :z) H (:Y-Z+(2 y +z)(aX2 +b(2 Y +Z») (2) 
-z + 2 (2y + z) (ax2 + b (2y + z» 
with (a, b) E ]R2, a ¥ O. 
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Remark : the normal forms (1), (2), are polynomial reversible mappings. 
Theorem 5 If ¢A, A E JRk , is a deformation of ¢o E ' ~A, in normal f orm (2), 
then jg(/>A) is Coo -equivalent to jg(¢>.) where ¢>. (>. E JR) is a one-parameter 
deformation of the type: 
( : ) t-+ ( :y+_I:,:, ;;: + z) (~ + ax' + b (2 Y + z )) + lx, y , zJ' ) 
z - z + 2 (2 y + z) (>. + a x2 + b (2 Y + z)) + [x, y , z] 4 
Hence, cusps of order 1 appear as co dimension one reversible mappings. 
1.2 Conclusion 
Computer algebra methods are very useful in the theory of reversibility. Because 
of the presence of integral eigenvalues, the CFR algorithm is very efficient and 
provides easily a classification of the mappings, and simplifies the study of their 
unfoldings. The methods we develop here may be · used to classify higher order 
cusps, but one should be aware of the fact that the algorithmic complexity increases 
rapidly. 
2 Effective algebraic geometry and normal forms 
Our strategy (see [L] for other strategies) for finding normal forms of reversible 
mappings is based on direct computations on their finite jets. Our method is a sys-
tematic one which uses some of the classical tools of Effective Algebraic Geometry 
and Computer Algebra. 
2.1 Reversibility and algebraic geometry 
We briefly recall here the method exposed in (JTl, JT3j in order to get normal 
forms for finite jets of reversible mappings. Notice that the multiplication on the 
right by 10 induces a bijection R : :::: ---t r~ defined by R(¢) = ¢ 010. 
1. By the bijection R we carry out classification problems concerning reversible 
mappings to classification problems concerning elements of r~ . 
2. We then consider finite jets of involutions. Let us fix an order n E N, n ~ 2. 
The involutivity condition gog = Id upon a mapping 9 yields necessary 
conditions upon j(f(g). These conditions are polynomial in terms of the 
(formal) coefficients of j[f(g), denoted by [C(g)]. At this point we have to 
deal with a finite set of polynomial equations h([C(g)]) = 0, i E [1, kn ], 
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which defines an algebraic variety Vn C IR" with p = card(C(g)). It is worth 
considering the dual problem about the ideal In =< II, 12, ... , he .. >. 
3. To characterize the ideal In, we dispose of effective well-known algorithms 
such as the construction of Grabner bases, and the integral factorization. One 
of the key point of our method is the association of these two algorithms. 
We develop this aspect in the following. 
2.1.1 The CFR algorithm 
Let us recall briefly some basic facts (the reader may consult [JTl] for further 
details) . Let I be an ideal generated by polynomials in Z [Xl. X 2 , • • • , Xn] and 
suppose that a generator 1 is factorized in Z [Xl.X2 , •• • ,Xn] as 1 = l' 1". Then, 
I has the same zero set in IRn as the intersection I' n I", replacing 1 by these 
. factors . This idea can be applied during the construction of a Grabner basis for 
the ideal I (see [D, MMN, GL, JTl]). We recall that this construction is done by 
recursively adding a new polynomial (a syzygy polynomial) ~ a set of generators 
(we refer to [CLO] for this classical algorithm). IT this new polynomial splits in 
Z [X1,X2 , ••• ,Xn], we replace the computation of the Grabner basis by the com-
putation of a list of Grabner bases: the sygyzy polynomial is replaced by each of 
its square-free factors, and each of these factors yield a new basis. The complexity 
of the computation of the list of the new bases is much less than the initial com-
plexity of the computation of the original basis, provided that factorizations occur. 
In our classification problem this is actually the case. Let us mention that the 
factorization may be seen as a kind of blowing-up of the (very singular) algebraic 
variety corresponding to the involutivity conditions. 
However this process often leads to a great number of new ideals (or bases) and 
one has to process a reduction algorithm in order to eliminate redundant ideal (or 
bases). This elimination can also be done algorithmically (refer to [JTl]). In the 
following we refer to this algorithm in two steps (construction with factorization, 
then reduction) as the CFR algorithm. 
2.2 Effective classification of involutions 
We follow a recursive (depending upon the order of the jet) method in order to 
classify the reversible mappings (or, equivalently, the associated involutions) . The 
generic classification of such reversible mappings is already made at order I (see 
[JTl]). Assume that a generic classification relying on the (n - I)-jet (n ~ 2) 
is already achieved. We suppose that the reversible mappings which are not yet 
classified have a trivial (n - I)-jet, that is ir;-l(¢) = lo(¢) . Equivalently, the 
involution g = ¢ 0 10 is such that ir; - l (g ) = lo(g) . We then classify the n-jets of 
these involutions ¢ 010: 
• We begin by finding the necessary conditions on the n-jet for g to be an 
involution. This is done via the CFR algorithm. 
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• We search all polynomial conjugations X of the type 
X 
x + L a;;. xi yi zk 
i+i+k=n 
y + L /3;;. xiyi Zk 
i+i+k=n 
Z + L "'{;;. xi yi zk 
i+i+k=n 
such that j{j(X- 1 0 go X) E r~. We proceed as follows: 
we compute firstly the formal conjugation (up to order n terms). In this way, 
we get the polynomial conditions corresponding to the involutivity condi-
tions. Then, we apply again the CFR algorithm to express the a;;., /3;;., "'{;;., 
(i, j, k) E [0, n] / i + j + k = n, in terms of the coefficients C(g). 
The computings were processed on the servers of the GDR MEDICIS from a code 
written in Axiom. The results are given in the next section. 
3 Normal forms 
3.1 2-jets and quadratic involutions 
Assume </J E 2 0, such that io(</J) = U, and let 9 = </J 0 10. This mapping has the 
form 
9 
The conditions of involutivity are: 
" .. k X + L...J a;;. x· yJ z 
i+i+k=2 
-y + z + L b;;. xi yi zk 
i+i+k=2 
-z+ L c;;.xiyizk 
i+i+k=2 
C:zoo = 0, cllO - .2 b llo = 0, C lOl + b llo = 0, C020 = 0, Coll - 2 b o2o - 2 bOll = 0, 
C002 + b020 + bOll = 0, a200 = 0, a llO + 2 a lOl = 0, a020 = 0, aOll + 2 aOO2 = ° 
and we get a corresponding normal form for the 2-jet. The CFR algorithm provides 
us the following conjugation: 
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which yields the following normal form for the 2-jet: 
( : ) .-+ ( ~y + z + ~ bllO x (2 Y - z) ) 
z z + bllO x (2 Y - z) 
(which is a polynomial involution). By considerations upon the codimension of 
the fixed points manifold, the first coordinate function of 9 has to be of the form 
x .-+ x + [2 y - Z]3. It is obvious to get the corresponding normal forms for the 
reversible mappings, just by changing z into -z. The trace function of f/J is given by 
-1+2 bllO x+[x, y, z]2, while the fixed points manifold is given by y = [x] 3 , Z = [X]3. 
SO the trace is linear if and only if buo i- o. We then conjugate by b;;~ Id and get 
the normal form (1). This proves Theorem 2. _ 
3.2 Proof of Theorem 3 
Assume that f/J E 3-. The property lo(f/J) has distinct eigenvalues is stable under 
perturbation of f/J. On the other hand, the property Traceo(f/J) = -1, and lo(f/J) 
has no Jordan block, is not stable. Assume now that f/J E ~g. By Jordan's block 
theory, lo(f/J) is stable, and we may assume up to Coo -conjugation that lo(f/J') = U 
for f/J' sufficiently near f/J, and that f/J'(O) = o. Applying then the conjugation X2 ' f/J' 
has a normal form of type (1). And the coefficient b~lO remains different of zero. _ 
3.3 First order cusps 
Assume that f/J f/. ~g, with lo(f/J) = U. Applying the same process as before, we find 
conditions on the 3-jet of f/J 0 fo. Then, we conjugate it by the mapping (provided 
by the CFR algorithm) 
X3 ( : ) .-+ ( : + XII(x,y,z) ) 
z z + Xz(x,y,z) 
with: 
{ 
XII(x,y, z) = ~ b300 x3 + t b120Xy2 - (! b120 - t b102 ) X Z2 + (! b030 -l bOl2 ) y3 
Xz(x, y, z) = (~b210 + b201 ) x2 z - (b120 + blll ) xy z - (~b030 + b031 + bOl2 ) y2 z 
+ (1. b030 - l bOl2 - bOO3 ) z3 
and get finally the normal form for the 3-jet: 
( : ) .-+ ( ~y+z+<P(X,y,z) ) 
z z+2 <p(x,y,z) 
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with 
<p(x, y, z) = (2y - z) (b2 10 X2 + b110 X + ~ b030 (2y - Z)2) 
Moreover the trace function of 4J = 9 0 fo is: 
2 3 2 2 b210 X + b030 2 (2 Y + z) - 1 
so, the mapping p ...... Tracep (4J) + 1 is of order 2 on the fixed points manifold 
(defined by y = [X]4, Z = [X]4) provided that b210 i O. As seen previously, the 
first coordinate function of 4J has the form x ...... x + [2 y + z]4, and we get the 
normal form (2) just by changing z into -z in the normal form of g. This proves 
Theorem 4. • 
4 U nfoldings of first order doubling period cusps 
In this section we study the deformations of any 4Jo E il~. It arises, due to the non-
existence of a differentiable structure in 3, obstructions in considering the usual 
concept of codimension of a singularity. We choose an alternative way which is 
developed in the sequel. 
We first study the reversible mappings in a neighborhood of a degenerate cusp of 
first order : 
Proposition 4.1 Let 4Jo E il~ be in normal form (2). There exists a neighborhood 
B Qf 4Jo in 3 such that any 4J E B is Coo -conjugated (near Id ) to a mapping whose 
3-jet is written (in a unique way): 
( :) ...... (:Y-Z+(2 Y +Z)(JL+aX2 +b(2 Y +Z»)) 
z -z+2 (2y+z)(JL+ax2+b(2y+z» 
where JL is a Coo -function of 4J. Let us denote by w : B ...... III the mapping defined . 
by w(4J) = JL. 
Proof: 
A straightforward calculation shows that the affine part of 9 = 4J 0 fo must have 
the form 
( : ) ...... ( .~a -y + z + I-' (2y - z) ) 
z z+21-'(2y-z) 
By Jordan's block stability theory, if 4J is sufficiently near 4Jo (say, in a neighbor-
hood B), we can conjugate the linear part by a linear mapping (}p near Id which 
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COO depends upon p. such that 01' -1 0 <P 001' has still U as linear part. So, for a 
while, we restrict ourselves to <P with p. = 0. Now, conjugating by the translation 
ta: (x, y, z) t-+ (x, y + cr, z), we may consider mappings <P such that <p(0) = 0. We 
then conjugate <P 0 10 by X3 , and we get the following form of the 3-jet for <P : 
( : ) t-+ ( ~y - z + \p(x, y, z) ) 
z -z+2\p(x,y,z) 
with 
\p(x, y, z) = (2 y + z) (ex + ax2 + b (2 y + z)) 
We remark tha. up to rescaling, the coefficients a and b remain invariant. It suffices 
now to perform a translation on the variable x, to make the term ex disappear 
(a "I 0). Doing this, the terms of degree 1 in (2 y + z) reappear. Notice that all 
transformations defined above are Coo , and they just depend upon the coefficients 
of the 3-jet. _ 
Let us study now the generic deformations of <Po E ~~ . 
Definition 2 Let <Po E 2. 
1. We say that two cr deformations (with r ~ 3) <PA and <PA of <Po are 3-
equivalent if there exists a deformation OA of Id such that j3<PA = j3(OA -1 0 
<PA OOA). 
2. We say that a Cr (with r ~ 3) deformation of <Po E ~~ is k-generic (or 
generic) if the mapping (A,x,y,z) t-+ (x,y,z,jt"',II,Z)(<PA)) is transversal at 
(0,0,0, ... ,0,0) E ntJ x ]Rn. to (<p- 1d,jA:(<p))-I«O,O,O) x ~1). 
Using Proposition 4.1, up to 3-equivalence, we may restrict us to deformations of 
<Po whose 3-jet has the form: 
( :) t-+ (~y-Z+(2y+z)(p.+aX2+b(2Y+Z))) 
Z -z+2(2y+z)(p.+ax2+b(2y+z)) 
where p. is a Coo -function of A vanishing for A = 0. 
Lemma 4.2 Let <PA be a deformation (with r ~ 3) of <Po E ~~. 
1. <PA E ~1 if and only if W(<PA) = 0. 
2. <PA is 3-generic if and only if the mapping A t-+ W 0 <PA is a submersion at 
A=O. 
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Proof: 
A simple elimination shows that if (x,y,z) E Fix(<Ph)' then y = [x,y,z]\ and 
z = [x,y,z]4. Moreover, 
Hence, at a fixed point Po = (xo, Yo, zo), we have: 
Let Po E Fix(<Ph)· Then Tpo - 1 0 <Ph 0 TPo E 6.A if and only if J1. = O. Hence 
<Ph E 6.1 if and only if W(<Ph) = 0 and Po = o. Moreover <Ph is generic if and only 
if the Jacobian matrix of the mapping (A, x, y, z) t-+ (w 0 <Ph' X, y, z) is surjective 
at (0,0,0,0). This is equivalent to the fact that the mapping A t-+ W 0 <Ph is a 
submersion. _ 
Let us consider a generic deformation of <Po with one parameter. By the rank 
theorem, we can assume that the mapping ..\ t-+ W 0 <P). is the identity mapping and 
this finishes the proof of Theorem 5. _ 
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